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Abstract 
 
The research aims to study the social and economic features, the production condition 
and fertilizer application, the marketing factors affecting the decision on fertilizer application, 
problems and threats on fertilizer application of oil palm farmers in Thachana District, 
Suratthani Province. The data is collected from the interview of 120 oil palm farmers. The 
accidental sampling is implemented. The descriptive analysis and Chi - Square (χ2) are 
implemented.   
  The results reveal that most of the farmers are male, Buddhists, primary level educated, 
and married. The average household members are 4.1 people. The farmers work as oil palm 
small holders as their main career, and work as rubber farmers as their supplementary career. 
The average land ownership is 53.7 rais. The average oil palm plantations are 35.1 rais. The 
average household income is 51,816.7 baht each month. The average income deriving from oil 
palm plantations is 32,066.7 baht each month. The average debt amount is 184,042.6 baht per 
household. The important loan source is Bank for Agriculture and Cooperative Agricultural, 
and the loan purpose is mostly for the investment.   
The general area condition is flat and soil, 74.2% and 53.3% respectively. The soil 
is loose soil and the water is supplied all year round. The average palm age is 8.5 years old. The 
seeds are mostly Tenera, which is hybrid and originated from Suratthani Palm Research Centre.  
Tenera gives high yield.  The farmers plant oil palms for 21-24 palms each rai. They have 
experienced in oil palm plantations for 6-10 years. The workforce in oil palm plantations is 1-2 
people, who are household and employed workers.  
The farmers, 75.0%, perceive the information on fertilizer application 
through the dealers and agencies. The majorities, 88.3%, express that the fertilizers are 
good quality. The farmers, 57.5%, are educated about imitated fertilizers. Most of the 
farmers, 71.7%, apply only chemical fertilizers since they believe that the palms will 
 (6)
give more produces and last longer. The average chemical quantity is 8.2 
kilograms/palm/year. Meanwhile, 25.8% of the farmers apply chemical fertilizers 
together with organic fertilizers since they trust that the palms will give better quality of 
produces than only chemical or organic application. The chemical fertilizers are applied 
at 8.7 kilograms/palm/year while the organic fertilizers are applied at 10 
kilograms/palm/year. The farmers, 2.5%, apply only organic fertilizers to recover the soil 
condition. The average organic application is 6.3 kilograms/palm/year. The popular 
chemical fertilizers are branded wVikingx and mostly formulated w15-15-15x. The 
popular organic fertilizer is wKwan Din ASTVx, which the farmers apply 3-4 times a 
year.      
 The marketing factors affecting the farmers' decision on fertilizer application in the 
high level are fertilizer quality, brands, pricing factors, and prices of chemical fertilizers. The 
marketing factors affecting the farmers' decision on fertilizer application in the moderate level 
are packaging, prices of organic fertilizers, selling sources close to residences or oil palm 
plantations, diversified products and brands, and recommendations by sellers. The social and 
economic factors do not relate to the types of fertilizers with statistically significance α = 0.05.   
Problems and threats on fertilizer application are high cost, 88.3%, low or imitated 
quality, 35.8%. The other problems are the farmers are taken advantage by the middlemen.  The 
farmers are not supported with the information from the government agencies. Finally, it is not 
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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)*QB)  
                $1!1 (Primary Data) $1)1$
(	3..! 
(Field Survey) +,(%..%..F&&  (Purposive Selection) #	.
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(-  #"	!-&          
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,/SG    
	* 	!D &	 (	) 
&  1,295   50 
  1,196   47 

G/   586   23 
 3,077 120 
 : ,
,% - #, 2551 
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.	!8()*    
)1$
(3..$1,$(
!5(./ (Personal Interview) 

!5##
(-  +,("$%...* + $  (Structured Questionnaire) "$
 "3..$1 42 %	*%.-  4 -,
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    5   )#-#
," /, 
    4    )#-#
," 
    3    )#-#
,"  
    2    )#-#
," $( 
    1    )#-#
,"$( 
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	$1.',$
 $1
/#(!1%&
!5(./  &0+,("$*# 5 (Descriptive Statistic) 
%&&0 5 (Quantitative Analysis) (&(,,
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,&-  (Rating Scale) 	% 5 &,
. 
(.15   &#&1, 2552) ,
    
               
           %&	!L*                                                          	A	 
             4.50 n 5.00                                            )#-#
,"/, 
                           3.50 n 4.49                                     )#-#
," 
  2.50 n 3.49                                   )#-#
,"  
1.50 n 2.49                                   )#-#
,"$( 
1.00 n 1.49         )#-#
,"$(/, 
 





















 #,. (Research Hypothesis) 
               #,.    #0
 (Null Hypothesis Testing): Ho 
%&#  (Alternative Hypothesis):  HA 

























     
        2) 	0,&,
.
(	
  (Significance Level)   *# α = 0.05 
      3) 	5-'-%,$(+%  SPSS  
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         4) 	5- P-Value  ,$(+% SPSS    
              *$ P-Value  $(-- α  &WG Ho 0(









 *#  α = 0.05  " # 
$   
                     *$ P-Value -- α &(
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0  +,(($(& 
57.5 %&0 $(& 42.5  
2) (/ 
#(/&0-  36-45 6 /, ,$(& 44.2   ',$%- (/ 
&0-  46-55 6 $(& 31.7 (/&0-  26-35 6 $(& 11.7 (/ 56-65 6 $(&6.7 (/
- 65 6 $(& 3.3 %&(/$(-0-
. 25 6 $(& 2.4 +,((/F(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2. 	 (3) 
       -  ≤   25 
       -   26 n 35 
       -   36 - 45 
       -   46 - 55 
       -   56 - 65 
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       -   
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       -   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6. 		$C!D () 
        -    1 - 2 
        -    3  - 4 
        -    5 n 6 














  3)  
  #$(& 90.8 
.*/G -0
.*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#-"0-2&,
.&*2 $(& 70.8   
&,
.
G(2 $(& 17.5  &,
.# $(& 7.5 &,
./ $(& 3.4 %&
'-',$$
.2"&.. $(& 0.8 %, "0$03-#-"0-2&,
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  6) 	"
 
  #	"
 3 - 4  $(& 56.7 %&"

 5 n 6  $(& 32.5 "
 1 n 2  $(& 10.0 "

- 6  $(& 0.8 +,(	"
F( 4.1   
 4.1.2 *0E	!I0Q!0$		* 
2
5&  &.,$( 0
   	,*
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  (#  4.2) 
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0
 
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-"0-	0
 ,$(& 83.3 -
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- 	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4. 	%D  ('&) 
      -         ≤ 30  
      -         31 - 60 
      -         61 - 90 
      -         91 - 120  















5. 	-D+	*D+A% ('&) 
      -    ≤ 30  
      -     31 - 60 
      -     61 - 90 
      -     > 90                                                                 












6. 	'%(!D (	&!%D) 
     -        ≤  20,000 
     -        20,001 -  40,000 
     -       40,001 n 60,000 
     -       60,001 n 80,000 

















		 4.2 *0E	!I0Q!0$		* (&) 
B	-	!I0Q 
	 
(n = 120) 
(* 
7. 	'%(				* (	&!%D)        
      -   ≤  20,000 
      -   20,001 -  40,000 
      -   40,001 n 60,000 
      -   60,001 n 80,000 
















       -    







9. 	A+  (	)  
       -     ≤  100,000   
       -     100,001 n 200,000 
       -     200,001 n 300,000   
       -     300,001 n 400,000 
       -      >  400,000 
!L* 













10. /A*&)(D*   
       -  G.. 
       -  G5(   
       -   /01-.$         
       -  %0-  1$&.. 
       -  I - /-
( 0/      
       -  05 
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 / 
       -  "$-("
 
       -  "$-(",$2./# 
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0$(& 16.7 '-  +,(
   	(  $(& 75.0       		
 $(& 20.0 %&I - 
1)
 )'$ 
.$  $(& 5.0 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.-#-"0-&.	
( 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
-$ 1  
  3) 	,*    
  #* ,	$(-0-
. 30 '- "
,-/,
$(& 39.1    * ,	 31 - 60 '- $(& 31.7 * , 91-120 '- 
$(& 15.8 * , 61-90 '-  $(& 11.7  %&* ,	- 120'-   
$(& 1.7 +,(#* ,F( 	 53.7 '-    
  4) 	* 
 0, 
  #* $(-0-
. 30 '- "
,-
/,$(& 58.3   *  31-60 '- $(& 27.5 * - 90 '- $(& 7.5 




#(',$(1-"-  20,001-40,000 .#-, /,    
$(& 39.2    (',$ 40,001-60,000 .#-, $(& 25.0  (',$$(-0
-
.  20,000 .#-, $(& 20.0  (',$- 80,000 .#-, $(& 10.8  
%&(',$60,001-80,000 .#-,  $(& 5.0  
(',$F( 51,816.7 .#-
, 
 6) (',$	 
 #(',$	$(-0-
. 20,000 .#-
, 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